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Objective: Real-time phase-contrast flow MRI at high

spatiotemporal resolution was applied to simultaneously

evaluate haemodynamic functions in the ascending aorta

(AA) and superior vena cava (SVC) during elevated

intrathoracic pressure (Valsalva manoeuvre).

Methods: Real-time phase-contrast flow MRI at 3T was

based on highly undersampled radial gradient-echo

acquisitions and phase-sensitive image reconstructions

by regularized non-linear inversion. Dynamic alterations

of flow parameters were obtained for 19 subjects at 40-ms

temporal resolution, 1.33-mm in-plane resolution and 6-mm

section thickness. Real-time measurements were performed

during normal breathing (10s), increased intrathoracic

pressure (10s) and recovery (20s).

Results: Real-time measurements were technically suc-

cessful in all volunteers. During the Valsalva manoeu-

vre (late strain) and relative to values during normal

breathing, the mean peak flow velocity and flow volume

decreased significantly in both vessels (p,0.001) fol-

lowed by a return to normal parameters within the first

10 s of recovery in the AA. By contrast, flow in the SVC

presented with a brief (1–2 heartbeats) but strong over-

shoot of both the peak velocity and blood volume

immediately after pressure release followed by rapid

normalization.

Conclusion: Real-time phase-contrast flow MRI may

assess cardiac haemodynamics non-invasively, in multiple

vessels, across the entire luminal area and at high temporal

and spatial resolution.

Advances in knowledge: Future clinical applications of

this technique promise new insights into haemodynamic

alterations associated with pre-clinical congestive heart

failure or diastolic dysfunction, especially in cases where

echocardiography is technically compromised.

The Valsalva manoeuvre attempts to increase the intra-
thoracic pressure by a forceful expiration against a closed
glottis, typically for a few seconds. The resulting haemo-
dynamic response is characterized by a sinusoidal wave-
form of arterial pressure and stroke volume. The pattern is
caused by an acute increase in intrathoracic pressure
(Phase 1), a decreased stroke volume secondary to de-
creased venous return (Phase 2), an acute decrease of in-
trathoracic pressure during early recovery (Phase 3) and a
subsequent increase in stroke volume accompanied by
a reflex bradycardia (Phase 4).1

Current applications of the Valsalva manoeuvre focus on
specific cardiovascular questions.2 For example, a clinical
indication in combination with Doppler echocardiography

to distinguish normal from pseudonormal mitral inflow in
ventricular diastolic dysfunction.3 In general, however, the
clinical relevance of the Valsalva manoeuvre suffers from
difficulties in the non-invasive quantification of blood flow
dynamics and the inability to assess haemodynamic func-
tions simultaneously in the superior vena cava (SVC) and
with respect to left-ventricular outflow.4 Moreover, because
the manoeuvre is inevitably associated with a forced and
increased breathing frequency during strain release,
echocardiographic studies may be compromised by the
lack of an appropriate acoustic window.

On the other hand, MRI techniques have emerged as a new
diagnostic standard for simultaneous evaluation of left-
ventricular and right-ventricular function.5 In particular,
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velocity-encoded phase-contrast flow MRI6–8 allows for a non-
invasive quantification of blood flow in all major heart vessels.9,10

So far, however, a fundamental limitation of current cine MRI
techniques is their dependency on the electrocardiogram (ECG),
either for triggering or retrospective sorting of data acquisitions,
and on measurements that cover multiple heartbeats (with or
without breath holding). ECG-synchronized cine MRI is there-
fore not applicable for studying the immediate haemodynamic
alterations associated with the Valsalva manoeuvre.

This problem may be overcome by real-time MRI as previously
demonstrated using different technical approaches.11–15 Here,
we present a new study of the cardiovascular responses to the
Valsalva manoeuvre, which exploits recent progress in real-time
MRI yielding improved spatiotemporal resolution and image
quality.16,17 Respective extensions allow for dynamic measure-
ments of cardiovascular function18,19 and blood flow20,21 in real
time. In particular, the present study applies a real-time phase-
contrast MRI technique for measuring through-plane flow at
a temporal resolution of 40ms and a spatial resolution of
1.33mm.21 It offers a simultaneous assessment of flow in the
ascending aorta (AA) and SVC. Quantification of blood flow is
achieved for successive individual heartbeats and therefore
provides access to the immediate cardiac and haemodynamic
responses to medication, exercise or stress as, for example, im-
posed by changes of intrathoracic pressure. In this first study of
healthy subjects, we evaluated the physiological responses to the
Valsalva manoeuvre in more detail than possible by Doppler
echocardiography.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Subjects
We enrolled 20 healthy volunteers in this study but had to
exclude 1 subject because of a cardiovascular risk factor (nic-
otine abuse). The remaining 19 subjects had a mean age of
33.96 12.8 years (range, 22–59 years; 11 females and 8 males)
and a body mass index of 22.86 2.6 kg m22. There were no
contraindications for MRI. This prospective and single-centre
study was approved by the institutional review board, and
written informed consent was obtained from each subject
before MRI. This study was in consent with the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Real-time phase-contrast flow MRI
MRI was performed at 3 T (Siemens Tim Trio; Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with a standard 32-channel
cardiac coil. Real-time flow studies were based on a highly
undersampled radial gradient-echo sequence with image re-
construction by regularized non-linear inversion (NLINV)16

modified for phase-contrast flow MRI.20 Respective adjust-
ments refer to phase-sensitive reconstructions of two series of
differently flow-encoded images and the calculation of velocity-
encoded phase-contrast maps without any temporal filter.20,21

The temporal fidelity of the iteratively estimated images was
experimentally validated with the use of a specially designed
motion phantom covering a range of velocities and image ac-
quisition times.22 Excellent spatiotemporal acuity even of small
and fast-moving objects was obtained for NLINV recon-
structions without temporal filter.

Through-plane flow encoding was accomplished in a sequential
manner using a bipolar flow-encoding gradient in every other
image. Individual radial images were obtained from only seven
spokes yielding a total acquisition time of 40ms for one pair of
images with and without flow-encoding gradient.21 T1 weighted
images were acquired with repetition time, 2.86ms; echo time,
1.93ms; flip angle, 10°; field of view, 1923 192mm2; acquisition
matrix, 1443 144 (no aliasing because of radial acquisitions
with two-fold oversampling); nominal in-plane resolution,
1.333 1.33mm2; slice thickness, 6mm; and velocity encoding,
200 cm s21. Although not necessary for data acquisition, the
ECG was co-registered to define time stamps for real-time
images and thereby facilitate the evaluation of flow parame-
ters during analysis.

Magnitude images and phase-contrast maps were reconstructed
online with the use of a fully integrated “bypass” computer
(sysGen/TYAN Octuple-GPU, 32 Intel Westmere E5620 pro-
cessor, 48GB RAM; Sysgen, Bremen, Germany) to the host of
the MRI system.23 It comprises 23 4 graphical processing units
(GPUs; GeForce® GTX 580; NVIDIA®, Santa Clara, CA) and
currently achieves NLINV reconstructions of about 13 magni-
tude images/phase-contrast maps per second.

Blood flow was measured in the AA and SVC at the level of
the right pulmonary artery perpendicular to the blood and
vessel stream as shown in Figure 1. Localizer scans were
performed during normal breathing and during a Valsalva
manoeuvre before the actual measurements. Because of a
possible change of position of the great vessels during pro-
nounced pressure changes, the slice position was adapted when
necessary.

Valsalva manoeuvre and pressure measurement
In order to perform a defined and controlled Valsalva ma-
noeuvre, subjects were instructed to blow into a mouthpiece
connected to a digital manometer (GMSD 2 BR; GREISINGER
electronic GmbH, Regenstauf, Germany). Before MRI, this
manoeuvre was trained to achieve optimum performance and
reproducibility. The digital manometer outside the MRI system
recorded pressure values every 1ms. In all cases, the volunteers
were asked to reach a target pressure of 40mmHg for a duration
of 10 s. Former studies defined this value as particularly effective
to provoke haemodynamic alterations.24 As shown in Figure 2,
subjects were given feedback during scanning by presenting
a power-point version (Microsoft® Office power point 1997;
Microsoft, Redmond, WA) of the timing protocol together with
the actually achieved pressure via digital goggles.

Real-time blood flow measurements were performed for a pe-
riod of 40 s. The protocol comprised 10 s of normal breathing,
10 s of enhanced intrathoracic pressure (Valsalva manoeuvre)
and 20 s of recovery after release of the pressure. After resting for
about 5min for general recovery, the manoeuvre was repeated
three times.

Analysis of real-time flow MRI data
Functional flow parameters were derived from dynamic series of
magnitude images and phase-contrast maps with the use of
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QFlow® v. 5.4 software modified to meet the challenges of large
multicycle real-time MRI data sets (Medis, Medical Imaging Sys-
tems BV, Leiden, Netherlands). This software enables handling of
.1000 images of a real-time MRI examination and provides an
automatic separation into single heartbeats guided by time stamps
of the co-registered ECG signal. Luminal segmentation of the AA
and SVC was performed using visually controlled automatic con-
tour detection as shown in Figure 1. If the automatic algorithm
failed to find a proper solution, contours were manually adjusted
(in about 5% of cases for the AA and 15% for the SVC). The
analysis of each data set (both vessels) took about 30min.

Extending previous studies,25,26 the analysis divided the data
into five temporal phases:1 regular breathing, first 10 s of normal
breathing;2 early strain, first four heartbeats during Valsalva
manoeuvre;3 late strain, last four heartbeats during Valsalva
manoeuvre;4 early recovery, first three heartbeats after the end of
the Valsalva manoeuvre; and5 late recovery, the remaining
heartbeats until the end of the measurement. Functional eval-
uations included mean peak flow velocity (i.e. the maximum
velocity spatially averaged across the entire vessel lumen), flow
volume, heart rate and mean vessel area.

Statistical analysis
Functional flow parameters for single subjects and phases
(regular breathing, early and late strain, early and late re-
covery) were calculated by averaging across corresponding
heartbeats of each Valsalva manoeuvre. These values were
averaged across subjects and repetitions and expressed in
absolute units (mean6 standard deviation) as well as in
percentages relative to values during regular breathing. If the
target pressure of 40mmHg was not reached or if the ECG
signal could not properly be recorded, for example, owing to
the contraction of muscles of respiration during the Valsalva
manoeuvre, measurements were excluded from statistical
analyses.

Parameter distributions were tested by d’Agostino and Pearson’s
omnibus normality test. Repeated-measurement one-way ana-
lysis of variance with Greenhouse–Geisser correction followed
by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was performed using
GraphPad Prism® v. 6.0d for Mac OS X (GraphPad Software,
Inc., La Jolla, CA) to compare haemodynamic parameters
during normal breathing and Valsalva manoeuvre. All p, 0.05
were considered statistically significant.

Figure 1. (a) Image orientation and (b, c) segmentation of the ascending aorta and superior vena cava (manually redrawn for better

visibility) using real-time phase-contrast flow maps and magnitude images, respectively.

Figure 2. Set-up for real-time phase-contrast MRI of cardiac blood flow. (Left) Subject with digital glasses and mouthpiece

attached to a digital manometer. (Right) Visual presentation of the breathing protocol with moving bars. During the Valsalva

manoeuvre, the subject is requested to blow into the mouthpiece. (Upper right) The achieved pressure (target, 40mmHg) is

shown to the subject.
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RESULTS
Real-time flow measurements and pressure recordings were
technically successful in all cases. For a single subject, Figure 3
depicts phase-contrast maps and magnitude images of a real-
time phase-contrast flow MRI measurement for all five phases
of the Valsalva manoeuvre. The nominal in-plane resolution of
1.33mm allowed for a detailed characterization of the great
thoracic vessels and a distinct definition of vessel walls. The
increased intrathoracic pressure caused a compression of vessel
lumina, which is most pronounced during the late strain of the
Valsalva manoeuvre (Figure 3c). In particular, the lumen of the
SVC decreased significantly and changed its shape from tri-
angular to almost circular during early recovery (Figure 3d).

The simultaneous assessment of mean peak velocities (centi-
metres per second), mean areas of vessel lumina (millimetres

squared), flow volumes (millilitres per beat) and heart rate
(beats per minute) allowed for a detailed comparison of hae-
modynamic changes in the AA and SVC during all 5 phases of
the Valsalva manoeuvre yielding #57 measurements for 19
subjects and a maximum of 3 successful measurements each. In
four cases, the required pressure was not reached, and in six
cases, the ECG signal was disturbed by gradient interference
and/or motion. The final analysis therefore included 53 meas-
urements for regular breathing, early strain and late recovery, 52
measurements for late strain and 48 measurements for early
recovery.

Table 1 summarizes mean peak flow velocities, vessel areas
and flow volumes per cardiac cycle for both the AA and SVC
averaged across subjects and measurements. Corresponding
single-subject data during the Valsalva manoeuvre is pre-
sented in Figures 4 and 5 illustrating the dynamic behaviour
of the applied pressure, flow volume for AA and SVC and
heart rate as well as mean peak velocities and vessel lumina,
respectively.

Taken together, the present findings confirm previous ob-
servations and underlying physiological adjustments in re-
sponse to an altered intrathoracic pressure. During normal
breathing, the left-ventricular cardiac output, that is, the stroke
or flow volume in the AA, is modulated by the respiratory cycle
with higher values during inspiration, that is, reduced in-
trathoracic pressure. At the beginning of the Valsalva ma-
noeuvre (Phase 2), the flow volume in the AA remained
unchanged but abruptly ended in the SVC (Figure 4). This
observation is owing to both a decreased flow velocity and
a pronounced reduction of the SVC vessel lumen (Figure 5).
The transition period (Phase 2) is followed by a continuously
decreasing flow in the AA and a steady low flow in the SVC.
The late strain of the Valsalva manoeuvre (Phase 3) is de-
termined by significant haemodynamic alterations, which
resulted in a flow volume reduction to 42% and 37% of normal
breathing values in the AA and SVC, respectively (Table 1).
Again, the AA flow decrease is caused by a lower peak velocity
and a reduced vessel lumen, which both are a direct conse-
quence of elevated intrathoracic pressure (Figure 5).

Immediately after pressure release and resumed breathing
(Phase 4), flow in the SVC exhibited a reactive hyperdynamic
response characterized by a rapid normalization of vessel
lumen as well as an immediate increase in mean peak flow
velocity and flow volume eventually overshooting to even
two- to three-fold the values observed during normal
breathing (e.g. subject in Figures 4 and 5). This extraordinary
haemodynamic response lasted for only about one to two
heartbeats before rapidly returning to normal levels within
very few heartbeats. By contrast, flow in the AA remained low
during early recovery (Phase 4) and only subsequently
revealed a continuous normalization within a period of about
10–12 heartbeats.

In order to compensate for the decreased cardiac output during
high intrathoracic pressure, the heart rate increased significantly
during the late strain of the Valsalva manoeuvre (Phase 3). The

Figure 3. Real-time (left) phase-contrast flow maps and

(right) magnitude images of the ascending aorta (stars)

and superior vena cava (arrows). (a) Normal breathing,

(b) early and (c) late Valsalva manoeuvre, (d) early and (e)

late recovery.
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release of pressure was followed by a phase of bradycardia with
a delay of approximately 5–8 heartbeats.

DISCUSSION
This is the first study that demonstrates continuous adjustments
of physiological blood flow during all phases of the Valsalva
manoeuvre, simultaneously in two major heart vessels, at robust
image quality, and with both high temporal and high spatial
resolution. In particular, the method is neither compromised
by sensitivities to magnetic field inhomogeneities or tissue
susceptibility differences nor contaminated by free breathing
or other subject movements. During high intrathoracic
pressure, mean peak flow velocities and vessel lumina of the
AA and SVC as well as the resulting flow volumes are sig-
nificantly reduced, while heart rates become elevated in
a compensatory manner. Transition phases during early strain
and early recovery are further characterized by specific
physiological adjustments in left-ventricular function, venous
flow and heart rate. All these findings are consistent with
a plethora of data obtained by echocardiography over several
decades.1,4,26–33

While real-time MRI studies of cardiac function and flow offer
general advantages over ECG-synchronized cine MRI techni-
ques, which include free breathing, beat-to-beat analyses and
dynamic access to physiological interventions, the NLINV
method adds adequate temporal and spatial resolution as
demonstrated in previous work.16–22 On the other hand, a po-
tential limitation of the proposed method, which currently
hampers its widespread availability, is the high computational

demand of NLINV reconstructions. However, this challenge has
successfully been met by the development of a fully integrated
bypass GPU computer to the commercial MRI system. It provides
online image reconstruction without user interference as a pre-
requisite for clinical trials, which now have to confirm and ex-
tend this limited single-centre prospective study in 20 healthy
volunteers.

In terms of quantitative comparisons, the lack of a true in vivo
gold standard for flow measurements complicates fair assess-
ments between modalities. For example, while the current
temporal resolution of 40ms for real-time phase-contrast flow
MRI is still lower than that of echocardiography, it remains an
open question whether peak flow velocities from a focused beam
of ultrasound are of better clinical utility than flow volumes
derived from a two-dimensional velocity profile of the entire
vessel lumen. On the other hand, under many pathological
conditions, flow patterns often present with more pronounced
turbulence, that is, more three-dimensional flow components,
which need to be compensated for by adding in-plane motion-
compensating gradient waveforms in future implementations.
Also, the completion of a Valsalva manoeuvre might become
more difficult for patients with congestive heart failure and
require adjustments with reduced pressure levels such as
30mmHg.

Abnormal responses to the Valsalva manoeuvre have been
shown to correlate with the severity of systolic and diastolic
heart failure. The real-time flow MRI technique demon-
strated here therefore promises new insights into the

Table 1. Real-time phase-contrast flow MRI during Valsalva manoeuvre

Parameter
Normal
breathing,
n5 53

Early Valsalva,
n5 53

Late Valsalva,
n5 52

Early recovery,
n5 48

Late recovery,
n5 53

Ascending aorta

Mean peak
velocity
(cm s21)

576 15 (100%) 596 14 (1066 14%) 436 13a (766 15%) 396 13a (686 14%) 626 19 (1096 11%)

Area (mm2) 7286 141 (100%) 7016 133 (966 3%) 6016 133a (836 12%) 6396 129a (896 9%) 7336 136 (1016 2%)

Flow (ml
per beat)

876 16 (100%) 916 16 (1066 12%) 376 13a (426 12%) 336 12a (396 13%) 926 19 (1066 8%)

Superior vena cava

Mean peak
velocity
(cm s-1)

326 7 (100%) 156 5a (496 15%) 186 6a (576 21%) 486 12a (1536 41%) 356 7 (1116 14%)

Area (mm2) 2966 65 (100%) 2106 56a (726 17%) 1886 58a (656 18%) 2896 58 (986 8%) 3016 64 (1026 4%)

Flow (ml
per beat)

286 8 (100%) 236 6a (2136 24%) 106 6a (376 21%) 526 16a (1946 53%) 306 7 (1136 20%)

Heart rate
(beats per
minute)

756 8 (100%) 776 13 (1036 14%) 986 16a (1326 20%) 996 15a (1346 20%) 686 9a (916 11%)

Absolute (percentage) values (relative to normal breathing) are given as mean6 standard deviation averaged across 19 subjects and 3 measurements
(n#57).
a

p,0.001 (relative to normal breathing).
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pathophysiological alterations associated with, for example,
pre-clinical congestive heart failure or diastolic dysfunc-
tion by unravelling the dynamic pattern of haemodynamic

adjustments in response to elevated intrathoracic pressure, es-
pecially during early recovery. This particularly holds true when
Doppler echocardiography is compromised by a poor acoustic
window.
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